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Welcome!~



Investigate the power of art and design
to fashion a more humane and just world.























“Design can and must become a way in which people 
can par ticipate in changing society.”

Victor Papanek
design for the Real World







If we are to change our world view, images have to change. 
The artist now has a very important job to do. He’s not a little
peripheral figure entertaining rich people, he’s really needed. 

– Vaclav Havel,  1936–2011



Freedom, Emory Douglas, woodcut print

Emory Douglas worked as the Minister of Culture for the Black Panther Party from 1967 until the Party disbanded in the 1980s. The San Francisco Chronicle 

reported that Douglas “branded the militant-chic Panther image decades before the concept became commonplace. 

As a teenager, Douglas was incarcerated at the Youth Training School inOntario, California; during his time there he worked in the prison’s printing shop. He 

later studied commercial art at San Francisco City College.









World Through Wonder

 

Graduate Thesis Project
Oxford Elementary School, Berkeley, California, March 2002

Students instantly were collaborators to get the large black ball to move and to engage it in play.



Black Dot Intervention
Lake Merrit Park, Oakland, California, February, 2002

Graduate Thesis Project
Oxford Elementary School, Berkeley, California, March 2002



Graduate Thesis Project
Oxford Elementary School, Berkeley, California, 
March 2002

After playing with the large black ball or dot,
students were given a t-shirt that was a souvenir
of their experiences. This action represented how 
branding and marketing function.



Graduate Thesis Project
Installation for MFA Exhibition, California College
of the Arts, May, 2002

The video monitor played documentation of the 
Oxford Elementary School students interacting with 
the 6’ black ball. The vending machine “sold” black 
dot merchandise and served as a model for market-
ing strategies





Design as Social Change

Design as Protest

Design as Generosity

Designer as Activist

Designer as Witness

Designer as Repor ter









design and Social change

Designers and visual communicators can be culturally aware by 
creating work that is socially responsible and influences positive 
change in society.



Designers in the forefront of social change are currently using their 
design-thinking skills to develop and execute their own solutions to 
social problems-pushing the boundaries of what design can do. This 
course will demonstrate to students the power of design to lever-
age their sense of humanity and ability to fashion a more humane 
and just world.



Students will be assigned specific historical events or social
movements to research and reveal relevant examples of how
design can sway public opinion, organize, inform, protect and
restore the environment.  

re-form or reform?







http://www.livingprinciples.org/

http://www.livingprinciples.org/framework/introduction/



This course will survey an array of visual styles, communications 
and design projects that date from the turn of the century to the 
present in the form of artistic posters, non-commercial advertise-
ments, web sites, outreach and political propaganda.

Students will also enage with San Francisco based design firms 
that are social ly responsible, local ar tist / activists that incorpo-
rate design into their propaganda and learn how the work they 
do is making a positive and significant impact on the world.  



design + Publication design / Books that changed World

Can you name a book that changed the world?













The Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) is a United States bill introduced by U.S. Representa-
tive Lamar S. Smith (R-TX) to expand the ability of U.S. law enforcement to fight online 
trafficking in copyrighted intellectual property and counterfeit goods. Provisions include 
the requesting of court orders to bar advertising networks and payment facilities from 
conducting business with infringing websites, and search engines from linking to the sites, 
and court orders requiring Internet service providers to block access to the sites. The law 
would expand existing criminal laws to include unauthorized streaming of copyright mate-
rial, imposing a maximum penalty of five years in prison.

Proponents of the bill say it protects the intellectual property market and corresponding 
industry, jobs and revenue, and is necessary to bolster enforcement of copyright laws, es-
pecially against foreign websites. Claiming flaws in present laws that do not cover foreign 
owned and operated sites, and citing examples of "active promotion of rogue websites" by 
U.S. search engines, proponents say stronger enforcement tools are needed.

Opponents say the proposed legislation threatens free speech and innovation, and enables 
law enforcement to block access to entire internet domains due to infringing material post-
ed on a single blog or webpage. They have raised concerns that SOPA would bypass the 



"safe harbor" protections from liability presently afforded to Internet sites by the Digital Mil-
lennium Copyright Act. Library associations have expressed concerns that the bill's empha-
sis on stronger copyright enforcement would expose libraries to prosecution. Other oppo-
nents state that requiring search engines to delete a domain name could begin a worldwide 
arms race of unprecedented censorship of the Web and violates the First Amendment.

On January 18, 2012, the English Wikipedia, Reddit, and an estimated 7,000 other smaller 
websites coordinated a service blackout, or posted links and images in protest against 
SOPA and the Senate bill, the PROTECT IP Act (PIPA), in an effort to raise awareness. In 
excess of 160 million people saw Wikipedia's banner. A number of other protest actions 
were organized, including petition drives, with Google saying it collected over 7 million sig-
natures, boycotts of companies that support the legislation, and a rally held in New York 
City.

In response to the protest actions, the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) 
stated, "It’s a dangerous and troubling development when the platforms that serve as gate-
ways to information intentionally skew the facts to incite their users and arm them with 
misinformation," and "it’s very difficult to counter the misinformation when the dissemina-
tors also own the platform."













Freedom of Speech
http://www.funnyordie.com/videos/fe4086c5f4/clarence-explores-freedom-of-speech-from-
wondershowzenfan

http://www.funnyordie.com/videos/fe4086c5f4/clarence
















http://www.holtlabor librar y.org/MattinglyPolitical.html

http://www.docspopuli.org/IWwebcat/detail.np/detail-11.html

http://www.holtlaborlibrary.org/MattinglyPolitical.html
http://www.docspopuli.org/IWwebcat/detail.np/detail-11.html












design + social change...

what needs to change?

change = ? 



design



= form + content



We must

be the change

we want to see

in the world.

—Gandhi













change/CHānj/
Verb: 
Make or become different: “a proposal to change the law”; 
“beginning to change from green to gold”.
Noun: 
The act or instance of making or becoming different.

Synonyms: 
verb.  alter - exchange - vary - shift - convert - transform
noun.  alteration - shift - variation - exchange - mutation
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Books holding ground at UC Berkley, November 2011.

The last image of this exercise in lateral (horizontal!) research shows the “tented” books that appeared in Berkeley, California after the 
University’s Occupy encampment was evicted. The domestic scale of the books speaks volumes about the now missing architecture and 
the protesting bodies it once housed. This action perfectly highlights the Occupy sentiment that “you can’t arrest/evict an idea,” and that 
the movement’s infrastructure is constructed around a body of knowledge that’s been internalized by subjective bodies that can gather, 
exchange, disperse, and repeat the cycle the next day, and the next, and the next. This is the promise of protest, and, increasingly, all ar t 
concerned with social dynamics and the multiplicity of voices.



Fuchsia tents at Nickelsville camp, Seattle, 2008. Photo by Michaelann Bewsee.

Nickelsville camp in Seattle was star ted by Veterans for Peace in 2008. It’s named 

after the city’s mayor at the time, Greg Nickels, who passed an ordinance essentially 

forbidding homeless people to sleep anywhere on public proper ty. Since its inception, 

the encampment has undergone fierce scrutiny by the city, forcing it to move sites 15 

times. Now back at its original location and with a promise from the current mayor 

to let it stand, what began as150 fuchsia tents currently houses around 1,000 people.



Another highly aestheticized tent protest took place late in 2006 in Paris. The Children of Don Quixote 
group pitched 300 tents along a city canal, in which protesters of many different economic means slept 
for the duration of the relatively shor t action, three weeks from beginning to end. In response to the pro-
test, President Chirac agreed to provide housing placement for 120,000 people by 2012.

While up, the tents housed many citizens without homes as well as some people with homes who 
camped in solidarity. Each structure clearly represented another person not provided for within the 
French housing system. Although the tents did provide shelter, this action was less about creating an or-
ganic community and more geared toward providing an undeniable visual tally of those in need.

Tent action by The Children of Don Quixote, Paris 2006. Photo from 
lesenfantsdedonquichotte.com.

lesenfantsdedonquichotte.com


The community is in the tradition of tent cities 

throughout history, which serve to house people during 

economic depressions and after catastrophes. The aes-

theticization of Nickelsville in its ear ly stages ser ved 

to highlight that it was an intentional community with 

organization and resources, perhaps making it less 

threatening in the eyes of the city. It didn’t work! But 

the encampment survives.

Although the tents did provide shelter, this action was less about creating 
an organic community and more geared toward providing an undeniable 
visual tally of those in need.

Photo: In 1906,  Duboce Park became one of the “tent cities” for refugees of the ear thquake and fire. 
From the collection of Greg Gaar. 



The Tent Embassy in Canberra, Australia was star ted in 1972 to call attention 
to the various issues within the country’s indigenous population.



http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/dont-look-back/trailers/

http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/dont-look-back/trailers


http://babylonfalling.tumblr.com/


scott crow’s Black Flags and Windmills: Review & Raves

“Black Flags and Windmills, crow’s first book, focuses on Com-
mon Ground Collective, an anarchist-based relief organization he 
helped found when official disaster relief effor ts not only failed 
to meet the needs of affected residents along the Gulf Coast, but 
seemed intent upon criminalizing them.

But that wasn’t what he set out to do. While millions sat stunned, 
weeping at televised images of a drowned metropolis, as mythic 
to the American psyche as Atlantis to the Greeks’, scott crow 
drove from Austin, Texas, to New Orleans to look for a stranded 
friend.

Black Panther Par ty matriarch Kathleen Cleaver’s insightful intro-
duction sees this as the fulcrum, asking, “What deep motivation 
drives anyone to travel by boat across an unfamiliar flooded city 
looking for a friend under life-threatening circumstances?”

The answer comes from another BPP icon, Geronimo ji Jaga: 
“Revolutionaries are motivated by great love for another world.” 
—Mariann G Wizard, The Rag Blog











emory douglas / the Black Panters
Revolutionary Ar t of Emory Douglas /
the Center for the Study of Political Graphics





ReFORM
http://reformpar ty.org/core-principles/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reform

Reform means to put or change into an improved form or condition; to 
amend or improve by change of color or removal of faults or abuses, ben-
eficial change, more specifically, reversion to a pure original state, to repair, 
restore or to correct.

Reform is generally distinguished from revolution. The latter means basic 
or radical change; whereas reform may be no more than fine tuning, or at 
most redressing serious wrongs without altering the fundamentals of the 
system. Reform seeks to improve the system as it stands, never to over-
throw it wholesale. Radicals on the other hand, seek to improve the system, 
but try to over throw whether it be the government or a group of people 
themselves.

http://reformparty.org/core
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reform


Design and Social Change Screen Printing Workshop
Visiting ar tist: Kate Shearman of Positive News

The Printed Word + Wearable 
Billboard Project

The Dissemination 
of Words for Change



30











http://www.crmvet.org/info/pins.htm

http://www.adbusters.org/campaigns/occupywallstreet/posters

http://www.crmvet.org/info/pins.htm
http://www.adbusters.org/campaigns/occupywallstreet/posters




http://www.goodbysilverstein.com/#/beliefs

http://www.goodbysilverstein.com


h t t p : / / w w w. h u f f i n g t o n p o s t . c o m / 2 0 1 1 / 1 0 / 0 5 / o c c u py - s a n - f r a n c i s c o _ n _ 9 9 7 2 6 2 .

html#s391801&title=Occupy_San_Francisco

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/10/05/occupy-san-francisco_n_997262.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/10/05/occupy-san-francisco_n_997262.html








01. The Russian Avant Garde / Constructivists

02. Marinetti and the Futurists / John Hear tfield and the 
AIZ 

03. WWII Propaganda / Rosie the Riveter, Duck and Cov-
er and Sinking Lips, 

04. Public Works Administration*

- pending field trip to CCA’s exhibition of WPA ar twork
05. Black Panthers / the Vietnam war protests*

06. Haight Ashbury and the Summer of Love / the Ad 
Council / Early Anti-litter campaign



07. Anti-Nuclear and the Peace Symbol / The Vietnam War
and Anti-War Propaganda 

08. Amnesty International, Human Rights / Civil Rights / Wom-
en’s Liberation

09. Gay Rights / Harvey Milk / Proposition 06

10. Labor Unions and Labor Rights / Cesar Chavez / Human 
trafficking today

11. First Things First Manifesto – 1964 / First Things First Re-
visited – 2000

12. Adbusters / Billboard Liberation Front



13. Anti-war propaganda / 911 / 

Patriotism: the 2008 Election - Shepard Fairey and the HOPE 
campaign / 2011 Wall Street Reform

14. Re-cycle symbolism / Ecology and Green Culture / Sustain-
able Design / Naomi Klein and No-Logo

15. The Open Source Software movement /
WWW and social media / Democracy Now  / Freedom? 



http://www.cddc.vt.edu/sionline/

http://www.cddc.vt.edu/sionline




The Inter ventionist’s Toolkit, Par t 2:
Posters, Pamphlets and Guides

Hypothetical Development Organization, Mobile Cornucopia, rendering by Candy Chang. [Image via H.D.O.]

A squat retail building in New Orleans’ Marigny neighborhood sits empty. Delta Counter tops & Cabinets, its last 
tenants, are long gone, and the storefront is tagged with graffiti, including baby blue cursive spelling out “Sauce!” 
A glossy poster, roughly two-feet-high by four-feet-wide, hangs off center on the metal siding. The poster features 
a cheer y illustration that might por tend new development — housing, perhaps, or a revived commercial str ip to 
replace the down-on-its-luck building? Closer inspection of the colorful rendering reveals a new future for the run-
down structure. In the illustration the building is transformed into an ersatz mobile grocer y. It’s raised high in the 
air and mounted on the back of a pickup; there’s a cascade of jumbo shrimp tumbling out of it. Airborne bananas 
and giant carrot-shaped street benches add to a festive composition. In the upper r ight hand corner is a logo and 
the enigmatic words: The Hypothetical Development Organization. 

The poster is fiction. 









http://www.usfca.edu/library/thacher/

TALLER TUPAC

http://tallertupacamaru.com/index.php?s=1

http://www.usfca.edu/library/thacher
http://tallertupacamaru.com/index.php?s=1






















A faux documentary with a twist, “Ever Since the World Ended” unfolds in and 
around an eerily depopulated San Francisco 10 years after a mysterious plague 
has decimated humanity. But instead of making a movie about the aftermath of a 
disaster, the filmmakers, Calum Grant and Joshua Atesh Litle, have tried something 
a little more clever and a lot cheaper: to envision what the first movie made after 
that disaster might look like. 

The result is a rudimentary yet fascinating record of remembrance and reconstruc-
tion, accessed through survivor interviews and carefully chosen landscapes. Effects 
are all the more special for being minimal: a decaying Golden Gate bridge, a de-
composing ship listing in the harbor. Thought-provoking rather than deeply philo-
sophical, “Ever Since the World Ended” features many engaging performances and 
several outstanding ones, including Mark Routhier as a damaged former emergency 
worker and David Driver as a self-justifying scavenger. — Jeannette Catsoulis



imagine the following scenario:



DISASTER













help...

What can a 
designer do?





Groups of 3 

Discuss your role in providing assistance.

Present your team’s solution back to the class.

Address specifically what EACH role will be when faced
with disaster.

What does this tell you about the type of designer you
want to be?

20 minutes.
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